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G U I D E L I N E S

WOOD PRESERVER

PREPARE PROTECTPRESERVE



Any paint, varnish, dirt or other surface coating should be removed before 
application, sanding may be required to return the wood to a sound surface. 
Wood should be clean and free from dust and other contaminants, use a 
suitable cleaner such as Roxil® 100 Wood & Patio Cleaner. More severe grime 
and greying caused by aging can be removed with Roxil® Wood Scrub Gel. 
Extreme caution should be use if using a pressure washer. Ensure low pressure 
is used and allow 24 hours or more for timbers to fully dry before further 
treatment. Timber to be treated should be reasonably dry before treatment 
although the product will penetrate into damp timbers. Do not apply if rain is 
forecast in the next 48 hours to allow time for Roxil® Wood Preserver to dry 
before the application of a top coat such as Roxil® Wood Protection Cream, 
Roxil® Wood Protection Liquid or Roxil® Enhanced Decking Oil. 

Coverage rate: 5 m2 per litre

Pack size Area treated

1 litre 5 m2

5 litres 25 m2
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Preparation

What You Will Need

Roxil® Wood Preserver must be overcoated when used outdoors. Roxil® 
Wood Protection Cream, Roxil® Wood Protection Liquid and Roxil® Enhanced 
Decking Oil are recommended as suitable overcoatings to give water repellent 
properties to the wood surface. Allow the treated wood to fully dry, typically at 
least 24 hours, before applying an overcoat. Refer to datasheet or application 
guide for the overcoat.

Overcoating

Coverage

PAINT BRUSH STIFF BRUSH HOSEPIPE SANDPAPER

ROXIL® WOOD SCRUB 
GEL (RECOMMENDED)

ROXIL® 100 WOOD & PATIO 
CLEANER (RECOMMENDED)

ROXIL® ENHANCED 
DECKING OIL

If staining is required, Roxil® PC Coloured Wood Preservers 
offer the same protections and are available in a range of 
fade-free colours. It is recommended to apply the stain first 
and allow the fence to fully dry before applying an overcoat.

Staining

ROXIL® COLOURED 
WOOD PRESERVERS



Prevent Rot and Fungal Attack
Most buildings and structures that use wood as part of 
their construction are at risk from rot and fungal attack. 
These problems can severely reduce the structural 
integrity of a construction.

Roxil® Wood Preserver’s deeply penetrating and 
powerful formula will not only prevent rot and fungal 
attack in wood but will also prevent further progress of 
existing cases.

Prevent Woodworm Infestation
Woodworm infestations can be active long before 
any visible symptoms, such as exit holes, begin to 
show. The ideal place for woodworm to nest is warm 
and damp wood. The infestations can be extremely 
destructive.

Roxil® Wood Preserver penetrates into the wood and 
kills any woodworm larvae that are present.  It will also 
prevent future infestations.

Prevent Mould and Algae Growth
Mould and algae growth occurs when a material is 
wet or damp.  Repeated instances of mould and algae 
can permanently discolour wood. Treatments must 
be chosen carefully as some natural oils can actually 
increase the likelihood of biocidal growth.

Roxil® Wood Protection Cream and Roxil® Wood 
Preserver both significantly reduce mould and algae 
growth, keeping wood cleaner for longer.

If there is biocidal 
growth, clean the surface 
with Roxil® 100 Wood & 
Patio Cleaner, then brush 
down with water. 

Remove any loose such as 
hanging baskets or pot plants. 
Protect the surrounding area such 
as grass, paving and plants with 
ground sheets. 

If there is heavy grime or 
greying caused by aging, 
clean the surface with 
Roxil® Wood Scrub Gel and 
allow to dry out thoroughly. 

Application

Roxil® Wood Preserver can only be 
applied by brush, so decant the liquid 
into a convenient container.

Brush Roxil® Wood Preserver 
directly onto the wood, ensuring 
the preserver gets into all the tight 
spaces and corners.

Once treated and fully 
dry, it is recommended 
that the wood is over-
coated with a Roxil® 
protective treatment.
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Why Use a Wood Preserver?
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• Increases lifetime of timber

• Solvent-free primer

• Ready-to-use

• Compatible with 
Roxil® Wood Protection Cream
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